Congratulatory Speech
Haisai Gusuuyoo Chuuganabira. (Hello everybody, how are you)
I would like to say few ward as to celebrate the 38th Exhibition of the science-work by the students in
Okinawa to take place.
I would like to say, congratulation to all the prizewinner here today. I am impressed that every project is a
wonderful project with your sincere effort and many trials and errors. I m sure that your family and all the
related personnel are so proud and happy.
It was the big news that Mr. Satoshi Omura was elected in Nobel Prize for Medicine, Mr. Takaaki Kajita in
Nobel Prize for Physics and cheered the whole Japan last year. As for a Japanese winning Nobel Prize in
Physics were two years consecutively.
Everybody who won the prize today continue having curiosity and feeling of research as encouragement by
receiving a prize and prays the talented person like you will grow up to be leading Okinawa, Japan and the
world in the future.
There is the theme of upbringing human resources of science and technology in "Okinawa vision master
plan in the 21st century" and hosting Okinawa science grand prix every year, bringing implementation of a
have the opportunity to be exposed to science.
I would like to thank Okinawa Electric Power Company from bottom of my heart for promoting interest
for science education, deepen the understanding of science and training of engineers as key persons by
sponsoring The Exhibition of the science-work by the students in Okinawa for long years.
I would like to ask for your continuing support to upbringing of healthy youth through science.
At las, I would like to wish the prosperity and continuous success of the Exhibition to make this as my
congratulatory speech. I thank you very much.
Ippei nifei debiru. (Thank you very much)
February 13th 2016.
Governor of Okinawa prefecture
Takeshi Onaga

Congratulatory Speech
I would like to congratulate in this awarding ceremony at the 38th Exhibition of the science -work by the
students in Okinawa.
Congratulation to all the prizewinner here today.
Also, I would like to congratulate to teachers and parents who provided guidance and support to students
from bottom of my heart.
By looking at the project that won the prize, I can see tenacious long time study and observation that lead
from great idea. I am convinced that your effort and this result will impress people who visit this exhibition.
As you all may already know, for Nobel Prize in Physics of 2015, Mr. Takaaki Kajita from Inst. for
Cosmic Ray Res., Univ. of Tokyo had won for discovering "neutrino oscillation", Mr. Satoshi Omura, the
"ivermectin" which works for the infectious disease "onchocerciasis" which spread in tropic region. Mr.
Omura sends an important message to the future scientist and society as "The person who succeeded is a
person who failed more than anyone else" "do not be afraid of failure".
the unknown world and the attitude accomplished perseveringly until the end without forgetting today's
delight of winning a prize.
science, such as materializing information regarding local nature and cultural heritage, so that students could
keep their love for nature, and to have a fun leaning the science. We carry out the training in the prefecture
inside and outside, overseas state of art research facility for enhancement, development of the science
education.
I hope that many researchers will be produce and spread their wings in the world from Okinawa.
At last, I would like to thank all the support we received from the Okinawa electric power Co,Inc. and all
the people who put in their effort to make this possible.
Thank you very much. And I would like to make this as my speech.
Feb 13th 2016
Okinawa prefectural board of education
Chairman of the board Akira Moromizato

A word from Sponsor
I would like to say a few words for commencing of the 38th Exhibition of the science -work by the
students in Okinawa.
This is 38th years for this exhibition since we started to host in 1979. This is all thanks to all the students
who are here today for putting your effort, also to all the people who were involved and provided support in
this exhibition. And I thank you.
We had many projects entered this year and every project was great project. I would like to say,
congratulation to all the prizewinner for recognition of your hard work. In addition, I would like to
congratulate to all the teachers who provided the guidance to the students.
Two Japanese scientists won the Nobel Prize last year.
big curative effect for the tropical infectious disease that a parasitic worm caused, and great contribution was

time in the world and left historic result to press a correction for a conventional theory.
Mr. Omura conveyed that he valued challenge different from other people; challenge without being afraid
of failure, Mr. Kajita conveyed that cherish the heart to think things as mysterious. I hope that young people
here today will always curious about various things without forgetting a feeling to search the question that
was cultivated through exhibition of the students in Okinawa. This year, we have theme, as Open up with
scientist who will be successful around the world in the future. As our company stands, we would like
to continue our effort to promote science education and to support cultivating key persons through this
exhibition
At last, I would like to thank you all for coming through your busy schedules, Okinawa prefecture,
Okinawa board of education and all the science teachers who put great effort in making this exhibition
successful, from bottom of my heart.
Thank you very much. And I would like to make this as my address.
February 13th 2016
The Okinawa Electric Power Co,.Inc
President Mitsuru Omine

Greeting address by chairman of the executive committee

I would like to say a few words for commencing of the 38th Exhibition of Science-work by students in
Okinawa.

We started this exhibition back in 1979 to arouse student s interests and enhance their involvement in Science
and to contribute to the promotion of Science Education and the training of engineers as key persons in
Okinawa regional industries as our goal. We have Open up with Science, The door to the future as theme
for this year.
Total of 149 projects from elementary, middle, high schools and specialized vocational high school
within the prefecture as well as from DoDDS entered the exhibition this year. The projects, which entered
from elementary and middle schools were excellent projects, which repeated an experiment and the steady
observation that concentrated a laborer for the simple question that they felt in everyday life and nature. In
addition, in high schools and specialized vocational high school division, there are many superior works
which they analyzed, and it is exhibited by a result of an experiment, the observation. The projects from
DoDDS have unique idea and viewpoint.
I would like to congratulate to all the students who are receiving the awards, teachers who provide the
guidance to the students and to parents who supported the students.
Moreover, I would like to extend my gratitude to teachers and parents who lead the students with such
enthusiasms and received recognitions.
In addition to exhibition of the projects, we have poster session by top prize winners. Other than that, we
have very popular Science Experiment Stage Show conducted by teachers from high schools that put pros
to shame, Challenging Experiment Booth , where you can really feel the fun part of science, we have many
events that makes you feel more interested in science.
I would be very happy if we were some help to you to deepen the interest to science while you enjoy, feel
closer and have interest in science. And at the same time I hope to contribute to development of science
education in Okinawa through this exhibition.
At last, I would like to thank you all, to Okinawa prefecture, to Okinawa prefecture board of education, to
teachers who were involved in science education at elementary, middle, high school, specialized vocational
high school and DoDDS, and to all the staff who put great effort to make this exhibition successful from
bottom of my heart.
February 13, 2016
Kiyohito Shimabukuro
Executive Committee Chairman
Exhibition of Science-work by the Students in Okinawa
(Executive director of The Okinawa Electric Power Co., Inc.)

